SUPPLY LIST

OUTER FABRIC: .25 YARDS (TIGHT WOVEN FABRIC)
LINING: .25 YARDS (SOFT COTTON)
BRAIDED ELASTIC (1/8 IN. .32CM): 24 INCHES
DOUBLE FOLD BIAS TAPE: EXTRA WIDE
FILTER: PM2.5

SEAM ALLOWANCE: .25 INCH
FLU MASK PATTERN
FRONT MAIN PANEL
(CUT 1 OR 2)

PLACE ON FOLD

FLU MASK PATTERN
FRONT AND LINING BOTTOM PANEL
MAIN FABRIC (CUT 1)
LINING (CUT 1)
FLU MASK PATTERN
LINING SIDE PANEL
LINING (CUT 2)

FLU MASK PATTERN
CENTER LINING PANEL
LINING (CUT 1)

PLACE ON FOLD

HEM LINE

LINE UP WITH CENTER LINING PANEL

HEM LINE

LINE UP WITH CENTER LINING PANEL

HEM LINE

LINE UP WITH CENTER LINING PANEL

HEM LINE

LINE UP WITH CENTER LINING PANEL

HEM LINE